TATTOO AFTER CARE PROCESS
HIPNO TATTOO & ART
C/ Jesús Cautivo 21, Estepona, 29680, Málaga
0034.642808594 / @hipnotattooestepona / www.hipnotattoo.com
It is important that you follow the steps that we are going to explain to you, your skin has
suffered a severe dehydration and you have to treat it as if it were a wound. You must always keep it
as clean as possible and hydrated with the ointment that we recommend. If you follow the steps
strictly you will be able to enjoy a tattoo that will not lose its vibrancy and you will avoid
complications during its healing period.
1. Remove the protective lm after 2 hours.
2. Wash your hands with soap and water. It would be your hands that do all the work so they have
to be very clean.
3. Wash the tattoo with warm water and soap, massaging the tattooed area until all the excess ink
and solvents that the body has eliminated have been removed. Rub your hands all over the tattooed
area until you create foam. Don't use sponges. For the next 7 days, wash your tattoo 2 times a day,
from day 8, you can wash it once a day and apply the ointment .
4. Rinse and dry: Rinse your tattoo very well until there is no trace of soap left. Gently dry the
tattooed area with a disposable napkin or paper towel without rubbing. Do not use towels or toilet
paper that can leave residues because you would run the risk of infections.
5. Apply ointment. Only from the third day (after 48 hours from the completion of the tattoo). Use
only the ointment that we recommend, this lotion is speci c for a complete healing. Apply a small
amount and spread it all over your tattoo in thin layers and cover it completely, even around the
tattooed area since it will be red and will give you a feeling of relief. It is a matter of keeping the
tattoo area hydrated, so an excessive application would cause the opposite. Only when you notice
that it begins to dry, apply ointment in the quantities and doses explained above. Do not use
ointments or lotions with sophisticated fragrance.
6. You don't need antibiotic creams.
7. Showers are welcome. Long baths, swimming (pools/beach/pond/swamp) and saunas are
prohibited until complete healing of the tattoo.
8. Strong sun and tanning is NOT recommended. Do not expose your tattoo to direct sun. Sunburn
can cause tattoo irritation and allergies. Once healed, use a high-factor sunscreen to extend the life
of the tattoo.
9. Never scratch or pick at scabs that may come out in the rst few days after the tattoo. Let them
fall off on their own if you don't you could lose parts of the tattoo.
10. Never cover with gauze or paper that can leave traces and that can only infect the tattoo. Avoid
contact with clothing that sheds lint or very tight clothing.
11. You must keep in mind that the entire tattoo is a wound and you have to treat it as such.
12. Any problem due to poor care will be your responsibility!
If you have any questions or any anomaly appears you should consult the tattoo artist who
made the tattoo. Remember that the tattooist's recommendations are based on their personal
experiences after years of work. Ignore the opinions of friends, family, or outsiders. They may not
have the same knowledge.
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Thank you for your trust, I hope we see each other again soon :)

